WHY THE JEWS USING SATANIC SYMBOLS IF THEIR GREATEST ENEMY AND TREAT IS SATAN HIMSELF??
ARE THEY PROTECTED SO MUCH WITH THEIR JEWISH MAGIC, THAT THEY SO BRAVE TO USE SATANS/OUR/ SYMBOLS??

Satanic Symbols are universal symbols that are based on nature, energies of nature, and deep spiritual symbolism.

Using the symbols of Satanism, the enemy can not only mask themselves and resemble Satanism in the eyes of the masses [makes scapegoating all the evil they do to Satan], but they can also use these symbols to muster specific forces that these symbols represent.

The enemy, in all their levels, they understand all the important symbols of Satanism like the Pentacle, the 666, and many other numbers such as the 72 or things that they utilize.

The Pentagram from example, has been one of the most ancient Satanic symbols, representing the number 5, creative force, the 5 elements, and the 5 endings of the human body. It is a symbol of man aside anything else.

Of course as one example, the enemy used it on the Communist Flag, and they will not hesitate to use it anywhere. Because the enemy has nothing that is originally their own.

Infiltration happens in wars by using your enemies "team", "symbolism", "language", all while maintaining and pushing a different agenda than their own, a subversive or destructive one.

This is all that these people are doing. And through this, they try to transfer the blame to those that own these symbols and representations. Our Gods, and Ancient Cultures.

Looking at the symbols is not enough and is for those who have no idea what is going on. What the symbols are used for, is more important. The same goes for looking at a kings garments, and not focusing on the actual king. Anyone can wear, cut, or adjust these garments.

Some of course, they have discarded, because they are too dangerous to be seen by people. One of these is the Serpent. Many of these have such strong subliminal character, that if these are used, these may wake up the masses to the blatant lies of the enemy. They do refuse to use specific symbols, and use them only as a last ditch effort.
The same goes for the Horned Ram, and other symbols that they oftentimes use. These are strong fertility symbols and powerful for the mass mind of human beings, since they evoke specific ancient elements of our ancient culture.

Without these, the enemy would be literally doing only Hebrew and alien things, revealing themselves too openly, and would not have survived for a long time. Those who do the worst things for the enemy, are always instructed to carefully use these symbols, and not their own.

The enemy for example on some public operations, uses heavily the 666 and other symbols. This is because these symbols have power over Gentiles, but are also important and allegorical. On the inside and higher echelons, they use heavily hebrew and other things, which they pay extra attention to not expose.

Generally, when the enemy uses these symbols, it's to associate them with their most negative or deadly acts. This makes people hate the Demons and blame their own culture for these mishaps, having them run in xianity again.

Star = Communism. Hammer and Sickle [symbols of Hephaistos and Hecate], gulags.

ISIS, the Name of the Egyptian Goddess, terrorist organization.

666, the number of the Solar Square, with the system that will financially enslave the earth.

Satan is of course into this category, a well known Eastern Mantra, which is to give life and immortality, but ended up as the "Angel of Death", "The Father of Lies", the "Source of all Evil". etc.

Unless one opens a Sanskrit dictionary, the related meaning is permanently lost to them. The same goes for ISIS, the Star, the 666 and anything else.

This is done to also mock the symbols of Satan, Satanism, and all these positive Names and Symbols that our Ancient Religions did represent and bring into existence.

As someone who has taken control of something of their enemies, does that for defilement and slander.

When some shill for example was posting here Billy Idol things, they were wearing a blatant crucifix. Generally, pop stars, people of fame, or other things which are generally "positive", like rich rappers, generally are told to wear crucifixes, little cross earrings, clothing that has to do that. Jewish managers tell them to do that, or their stylists. Some don't understand why at all.
In some cases where confusion is required, Madonna for example, wore both Christian crosses, and used Goats [Satan's Symbol] for copious slander and attacks. Goats are used to slander and attack Demons in Jewish Talmudic Rituals, where goats are tortured, stricken with sticks, attacked, while they name a Goat after a specific God or Demon. This is mockery ritual.

Madonna studies the Kabbalah and all she was doing was ritual mockery to Satan's Symbols. A lot of people of the enemy do know this really well.

On the obvious world, most of the enemy's people, do casually wear the Cross, The Jesus Chain [like some black rappers], and giant Jesus faces in golden chains, have Bible Verse tattoos, the list goes. But xians know how to conveniently deny that and pretend the only issue to these evident things, is a few "Satanic Things".

The reality is everything is reversed, and that the Demons and Pagan Symbols are innocent, despite of how they are being used.

This manipulates the masses into believing that these enemy symbols confer positivity, while those of Satan, confer negativity. When they do all murderous and nasty operations, they tend to go into the "Let's wear Satanism" to blame the Pagans, territory.

Christians are instructed and brain controlled to only see as dangers what their masters told them is "Satanic". It skips their attention that for example, the basic document in every Freemasonic Jewish Lodge, is a Torah, or basically a hebrew version of the Old Testament. And another central book of these organizations is the Bible.

Yes, the same books these idiots who pretend are fighting against the "Freemasons and Illuminati", are citing. This is the same book the Pope and every Christian swears by. It's the basis of Freemasonic Rituals.

Most of the Judaism they pretend to fight against, is only an interpretation based on what is already there in the pseudo-epigraphical history of jews and jewish supremacy, the Old Testament. Most of Freemasonry anymore is only larping around this and enforcing these things politically, while doing strange Biblical rituals.

Most people who are not educated stay on the Symbolism, which effectively does what the enemy intended, to blame shift things to Satan that Satan or the Gods never did. This criminalizes the enemy side while the enemy remains unaffected.

This is identical to the worst criminal dressing as a cop, doing a major crime, and then all cops [ who would stop all these crimes ] are attacked permanently as a result. Therefore the criminals will have an easier reign without any cops around.

- HE IS /or they are/ MASTERS OF WHAT EXACTLY??

Primarily, Judaism and the Hebrew Kabbalah.
- THEY WORSHIP SATAN, THEY SAY, BUT WHO IS REALLY BEHIND IT??

Satan is blotted out and attacked in all of their rituals. One just needs to open a grimoire to see that. Jews and Judaism are behind it, and the Kabbalistic Rituals constitute a mockery of the "Heathen Gods", which are generally subjected to attacks.

- WHAT KIND OF RITUALS/MEDITATIONS ARE THEY PARTICIPATING TO REACH THE 33rd MASTER'S DEGREE??

Jewish Kabbalistic meditations. They also analyze Biblical allegories, do hebrew angelic Names, the 42 letter Name that we reverse, the 72 letter Name, Hebrew Alphabet, and all these things we do anti-rituals against.

However, present day "Freemasonry" is not so much based on anything spiritual [even that BS of the jews], but is based primarily on political advancement of the Jewish agenda that comes from the Bible.

DragonFire11 wrote:

- HOW DARE THEY ARE TO USE OUR SYMBOLS AND DONT GET PUNISHED??

Nobody can punish them except of people who are aware, which are a few. Why nobody has dealt with this is because they have cloaked themselves really well through all of this.

The Demons frequently will attack them, punish them, foil their plans, protect Gentiles and so on. But many people do not know of this and are heading to the slaughter.

They have been the greatest oppressive force against the enemy for centuries. Even when seldom any humans existed with any ability to stop their advances, the Gods did a lot of work. The price for this was that they became evil caricatures.

Even worse in regards to Gentiles, many are brainwashed to effectively attack Satan and the Demons, i.e., their own Pagan cultures 24/7, leaving themselves entirely both defenseless culturally, socially, and physically.

This is like an organism opening wounds upon itself because it falsely recognizes it's own protective cells or tissue as an enemy. Then, the virus will infect, damage, and maybe kill.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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